Abstract-Most Web and legacy paper-based documents are available in human comprehensible text form, not readily accessible to or understood by computer programs. Here, we investigate an approach to amalgamate XML technology with programming languages for representational purposes that can enhance traceability, thereby facilitating semiautomatic extraction and update.
general, existing XML technology can be applied to formalize, transform, and query text documents [14] .
However, the XML technology including XSLT [12] developed so far cannot be readily used to formalize/render heterogeneous documents (e.g., MS Word document containing text, images, and complex data structures (such as numeric tables)) in a form that is suitable for Semantic Web applications. Specifically, the current approaches to document representation and authoring do not directly address the issue of preserving or abstracting the superficial structure of data (e.g., rectangular grid presentation format for tables) that is suitable for human consumption and traceability, while simultaneously making explicit semantics of data for machine processing. Furthermore, in order to tap into existing legacy documents, it is necessary to develop modular techniques to augment documents with machine processable semantics. For example, tools such as Majix convert RTF documents into XML [5] , but the resulting documents still need semantic augmentation. Similarly, there are systems that address other orthogonal issues such as the recognition of table components in a text document (e.g., TINTIN [7] ) or the representation of structure and flexible presentation of tables (e.g., TabulaMagica [9] ).
In order to appreciate the problem, consider the formalization of a simple table (Table 1) occurring between paragraphs of text in a plain text version of a heterogeneous document such as materials and process specification.
It is possible to define XML-DTD or XML-Schema to render such tables into XML and use suitable XSLT stylesheets to process it (including recovering the original table). However, the translation into XML intertwines the attributes (table column labels) and  their values (table cell values) , effecting the linear relationship between the original and the translation, (which we refer to as traceability). In general, the lack of a natural correspondence between the original document and its annotated form can adversely impact semiautomatic extraction and update. On the other hand, a linear relationship between them 1) avoids the need to create and maintain additional explicit data structures to relate them, 2) supports incremental extraction, and 3) assists in propagating changes caused by error corrections or revisions.
To summarize, this paper evaluates XML-based programming languages to determine how well they can serve as a substrate for embedding machine-processable semantics into text documents containing complex data. In Section 2, we motivate an XML-based programming and representation language. In Section 3, we consider an approach to formalize tabular data embedded in text document in-place via a concrete example, pointing out the benefits of departing from strict XML compliance. In Section 4, we evaluate the proposed approach by presenting the pros and the cons, critiquing it in the context of real-world documents such as materials and process specifications. In Section 5, we conclude with suggestions for long-term research.
XML-BASED PROGRAMMING AND REPRESENTATION LANGUAGE
XML-DTD or XML-Schema can be used to specify a standard syntax for information exchange. Even though XML has been criticized as "syntactic arsenic" by Windley and as "verbose variant of LISP" by Wadler, the power of XML comes from the fact that XML parsers are interpreted. Overlaying domain-specific XML tags on a text document enables abstraction, formalization, and in-place embedding of machine-processable semantics. However, this approach still yields static declarative data, not conveniently handled by systems programming languages (such as C++, Java, etc.) or scripting languages (such as PERL, Python, etc.). The "impedence mismatch" has been dealt with by providing APIs to mediate conversions to and from XML and native data structures. . data in the form of text with clearly marked semantic annotations and .
behavior/program in the form of definitions for functions, classes, etc. Ordinary text corresponds to human sensible part, while annotation (with their definitions) corresponds to machine processable part. Definitions encapsulate behavior and can be used to provide and carry out machine processable semantics of data. For instance, the text data "Delhi is the capital of India." can be formalized to different levels of detail in terms of domain-specific vocabulary as follows: <city name="New Delhi"> Delhi </city> is the capital of <country name="India"> India </country>. or <capital_of "India" "New Delhi"> <city name="New Delhi"> Delhi </city> is the capital of <country name="India"> India </country>. </capital_of>
Formalization requires recognizing and delimiting text that corresponds to a relevant concept and then mapping the delimited text into a standard form that captures its intent. Each resulting annotation consists of an associated XML-element that reflects the semantic category to which the corresponding text fragment belongs and the XML-attributes are bound to the relevant semantic values. To cite an analogy, in Compiler parlance, the delimited text is called a lexeme, the semantic category is called a token type, and the semantic value is called an attribute. Furthermore, the annotated data can be interpreted by viewing it as a function/procedure call, and defining the XML-element as a function/procedure. The correspondence between formal parameters and actual arguments can be name-based or positional. The name-based associations can be formalized in XML using attribute-value pairs and manipulated using XSLT stylesheets. Even though positional correspondence does not yield a well-formed XML document, it can still be handled by languages such as Water. Additionally, the function/ procedure definition written in XSLT or Water can make explicit the type of each formal argument, or provide additional integrity constraints to be satisfied by the actual arguments or, in general, map the semantic values. For instance, the requirement that age must be a number (static type), or should be in the range from 0 to 125 years (dynamic constraint) can be made explicit in a modular fashion by "defining" age. The same annotated data can be interpreted differently by programming-in different behaviors for the XML-element. For instance, one can recover just the text sans the annotations, verify integrity constraints, or even facilitate data querying, by mapping the annotated document into Prolog-like syntax.
To summarize, the idea of semantic markup of text is analogous to overlaying the abstract syntax (with attributes) on the free-form text such that the resulting annotated document can be flexibly processed by associating different collections of behaviors with XML-elements additively.
FORMALIZING TABULAR DATA IN-PLACE
In relational databases, tables contain schema information as row/ column headings and data as rows/columns of entries. In the realm of heterogeneous documents, for example, a table (built out of table primitives or just hand formatted) may be present within an MS Word document that needs to be isolated, abstracted, and saved as plain text and formalized, before any semantic processing can begin. To motivate and illustrate an XML-based approach to provide semantics to complex data found in text, consider the representation of such tables. Assume that a table contains both the headings and the data entries. The semantics of the table is not readily determinable from its structure. However, the precise relationships among the various values in a row/column are tacit in the headings, clear to a domain expert, and should be made explicit to do any machine processing including querying, integration, and formal reasoning. If, on the other hand, only semantics rich translation is stored, it may not always be conducive to human comprehension. Therefore, it is useful to have a representation language that can serve both the goals. That is, the representation language should have the provision to more or less preserve the grid layout of a table so that changes to the original table can be easily incorporated in text, but, at the same time, describe the semantics of each row/column in a way that is flexible, and applicable to all rows/columns for further machine manipulation. This approach also facilitates semiautomatic extraction.
An XML-based programming language seems to provide a balanced way to achieve and integrate the best for both the worlds:
.
to encode data and to make explicit the semantics in a modular fashion and .
to effectively use this information for formal manipulation. For example, the following common table (Table 2 ) form (found in materials and process specifications) can be saved as text (for example, starting from the MS Word document, translating it into XML via RTF format using Majix [5]) and, subsequently, manually annotating as shown in Table 3 .
Note that In the absence of an implemented XML-inspired programming language at this time, for concreteness, we will use Water-like syntax to formalize the semantics of a smaller table as shown in Table 4 . In Water, the physical quantities such a thickness, strength, tensile strength, yield strength, etc., can be defined as classes with their instances associated with numeric value and unit of measure. Yield strength is given at a fixed offset. Table consists of optional heading and rows, represented as vectors. Each row consists of four values-minimum thickness, maximum thickness, tensile strength, and yield strength. The "lookup" methods, computeYieldStrength and computeTensileStrength, take as input a thickness value via a "fluid" parameter, compute the applicable row by determining the thickness range (smin-smax) the value falls into, and then returning the appropriate result by indexing the zero-based nested vector. The search has been coded in two different ways to illustrate the control structures available in Water, to let the reader realistically gauge the difficulty in expressing and comprehending Water code vis-a-vis other alternatives. The final call to return the value of TensileStrength is inside a try-block to catch any potential exceptions.
<defclass thickness value=required=number units="mm"/> <defclass thicknessRange max=required=number min=optional=0 units="mm"/> <defclass strength value=required=number units="ksi"> <defclass tensile/> <defclass yield offset="0.2%"/> </defclass> <defclass table rows=required=vector heading=optional=vector> <defmethod setHeading t=required ts=required ys=required> <set heading=<vector t ts ys/>/> </> <defmethod addRow smin smax ts ys> <set rows=table.rows.<insert <vector smin smax ts ys/>/>/> </> <defmethod computeYieldStrength> <set temp=fluid.Thickness/> <if> <and temp.<less (Note that Concise XML Syntax that Water uses does not require end tag names to be made explicit [8] .) The annotated data can also be processed using constructs that exploit uniformity. For instance, a looping construct can abbreviate dealing with rows, or a primitive function can be used to split a single (suitably delimited) string into component values, to preserve linear relationship between annotated data and the original text. In the code for computeYieldStrength only conditional construct is employed, while in the definition and call of computeTensileStrength more appropriate looping and exception constructs are employed. Ideally, only tabular data in each document is annotated, while factoring out definitions of annotations separately as background knowledge. That is, the semantics of each type of table is specified just once outside the document and is reused when different documents containing similar tables are processed.
In summary, metaprogramming techniques can be explored to directly represent the data that preserves original presentation and that simultaneously enables making explicit the semantics in a modular fashion.
EVALUATION
Microsoft's Smart Tags technology enables recognition of strings from a controlled vocabulary and associate every occurrence of such strings in a document created using MS Office 2003 with a list of predefined actions [6] . In comparison, an XML-based approach can be used to tag an existing text document and programmatically describe actions associated with tags, in XML-like syntax. This approach can formalize relationships described in text and enable us ultimately to author and extract human-readable and machinecomprehensible parts of a document hand in hand, and keep them side by side. The tagging technique discussed in this paper yields an XML document that is not well-formed if a table is present. Thus, we cannot directly exploit XSLT to manipulate such documents. However, we show that the Water infrastructure can be used for manipulation if we can further isolate original content as comments. As to the practicality of this approach to tabular data is concerned, it is viable only if there are fewer distinct table forms (semantics) compared to the number of concrete data tables. Given that the semantics of a rectangular grid of numbers is implicit in the text, this approach provides a means to make the semantics explicit. However, it uses a functional style requiring detailed description of the answer extraction process.
To compare this approach to querying declarative 
,YS).
The regular tables considered so far exemplify relatively tractable scenerios for complex data. In practice, these tables can serve as target encodings of more complex data found in legacy documents. Overall, the proposed technique is still not convenient for document integration, which requires normalization.
In the long run, a generalization of the approach outlined above has the potential to unify data models and behaviors embodied in object-oriented languages with Web standards, facilitate metaprogramming and traceability, embed machine processable semantics into text documents, generalize dynamic typing to constraint checking for reliability and for authoring executable specifications, provide convenient access to Web Services infrastructure, and ultimately yield an expressive representation language for realizing the Semantic Web.
CONCLUSIONS
This work investigated the role of XML-inspired languages to formalize heterogeneous documents using linear markup strategies to enhance traceability, thereby facilitating semiautomatic extraction and update. Specifically, it made a case for developing an XML-inspired programming and representation language for authoring and extracting extant Web and legacy documents with tables. In order to appreciate the hurdles to be overcome, we considered a modular approach that separates annotation of the original document and the codification of the semantics of annotations. It was found that the approach enhances traceability and facilitates querying, but is not convenient for document integration or for automatic tagging of tables.
For the long-term success of the Semantic Web initiative, it is important to understand principles and develop techniques/tools for authoring and formalizing documents in a form that is both human comprehensible and machine processable. For tractability and concreteness, it may be beneficial to scope the domain of discourse.
